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All timber used in traditional 

buildings started as a tree

• Soft Woods:

– Pine

– Fir

– Spruce

• Hard woods:

– Oak

– Elm

– Chestnut



If replacement timber being sourced it should 
match that used originally as far as possible

•Species

•grain orientation

•moisture content

•growth characteristics

•section orientation



Important to restore the structural function a 

timber element was originally performing



Traditionally constructed buildings built 

with considerable safety factor



The decay of timber



Water is the main agent of 

decay (again!)



Rot in a rafter end due to water 

ingress



Defects in roof covering can lead to 

rot in underlying timber



Ventilation also important at 

both ground and roof level



The furniture beetle the main 

insect pest in Scotland



Can lead to significant loss of timber but needs 

specific environmental conditions to thrive

I like above 

20% moisture 

content

Ye, don’t 

change it or 

we’ll have to 

move out



The biggest pest threat to 

structural timber is people



Repair of timber in traditional 

buildings



Entire replacement rarely 

necessary



A vast number of joints traditionally used to join 2 

pieces of timber which can be employed in repair 

work



Preparing new timbers to be scarf 

jointed in to an existing structure



Scarf joint with metal plate re-

enforcement



New timbers and joints re-forced with to 

resist structural movement



Companion timbers to 

strengthen those in situ



Various repair strategies at play



Retention of original fabric (good) but…

Cement and Plastic may lead to future decay



Flitch plate or resin repairs can also be 
used



Rotten timber lintels commonly 

replaced with concrete alternatives



Replacement timber due to 

localised failure of roof covering



Conclusion

• Timber is used in a wide variety of elements within 

traditionally constructed buildings

• Decay commonly takes the form of wet rot, dry rot or 

insect attack

• Water is the cause of this decay

• Timber elements can be repaired and strengthened 

using a variety of joints and techniques

• For conservation and economic reasons methods which 

retain the greatest amount of original fabric are to be 

encouraged



Repairing Ironwork



Walter MacFarlane & Co Ltd, Saracen Foundry 
(1850 – 1967)







Cast iron

• Higher in carbon (2-4%)

• Crystalline

• Hard

• Brittle

• Shaped by casting 

• Strong compression

• Weaker in tension

• Good corrosion resistance



Recognising cast iron

• Shaped by casting

• Visible mould line

• Tapering edges

• No undercutting

• Identical, repeating elements

• Assembly

• Lugs and flanges 

• Panels slotted into of columns and stanchions

• Bolts

• Elements such as finials leaded on





Wrought iron

• Low in carbon (<0.2%)

• Contains strands of slag

• Fibrous 

• Malleable

• Ductile

• Shaped by hammering

• Strong in tension 

• Good corrosion resistance







Corrosion of iron elements leads to 
masonry decay



Understanding how iron elements 
were put together crucial to repair 

work



Assessment & recording - problems may only 
become apparent when paint is removed or 

the structure  dismantled



The right facilities crucial to the success 

of repair of large structures



The right skills and knowledge



When painting iron work…

• Clean thoroughly being careful not to damage 
ironwork

• Ensure ironwork is dry prior to application
• Avoid wind-blown dirt
• Allow enough time for each coat to dry

• Never paint in damp, windy or extremely cold 

• conditions. 

• Be sure to apply paint in thin coats, taking 
care not to let any drips form. 



Type of Paint

• Traditionally, oil-based lead (white lead) paints 
were most commonly used for outdoor 
ironwork, applied on top of a red lead primer.

• Lead-based top coats are no longer used oil 
based paints are still available 

• Red lead primers are still available from 
specialist traditional paint manufacturers and 
chandlers



Typical modern paint system

• Two coats of a metal rich primer (often zinc 
based)

• One coat of micaceous iron oxide or other 
build coat

• Two coats of gloss pain



Check for holes in ironwork prior to 
painting



Replacement elements should 
match originals



Walter MacFarlane & Co, Saracen Foundry Spandrel Pattern No 51

When sourcing replacement parts 
original drawings may survive



Archive Pattern Drawing – digitised for CNC



CNC and pattern making





Casting new elements



Detailing all important



Conclusion

• Both cast and wrought iron used throughout 
Scotland, important to recognise what you are 
dealing with

• When painting ironwork this should be done 
with care to ensure longevity

• New elements can be sourced for the repair of 
cast iron building elements, detailing is crucial



Scottish Slate Roofs and 
their repair



Scottish slate quarries

North East -Macduff

West Highland -

Ballachulish and 

Easdale

Highland Boundary -

Aberfoyle

Southern Uplands



Scottish Slate Roofs and 
their repair



Scottish slate quarries

North East -Macduff

West Highland -

Ballachulish and 

Easdale

Highland Boundary -

Aberfoyle

Southern Uplands



Scots Slating Practice

Characterized by slates of varying 
size and width, laid in diminishing 

courses from the eaves to the 
ridge



Scots Slate



Random sizes suited to 
diminishing courses



Diminishing courses and random 
sizes



Scottish slate laid onto sarking 
with a “penny gap”



Repair and replacement with other sources 
gives a patchwork appearance



Other sources of slate are often thinner 
and of standard sizes



If replacement slate is being sourced it should match 
the colour of the original as far a possible but also 

the random sizes and thicknesses



Missing or cracked slates the most common 
defect –should be repaired early



Single nail allows slates to be swung to 
the side to ease replacement



Important to get details right at 
skews, ridges, valleys etc



On occasion decay of the sarking due to poor 
maintenance or “nail sickness will require larger 

scale re-application of the slate



Slates numbered and put back into place –
only 12 slates required to be replaced

•



When repairing slate roofs 
therefore remember…

• Only replace what is necessary

• Match Scottish slating practice as far as 
possible

• Maintaining a building will reduce the need 
for slate replacement in the long term



Conclusion

 The performance of traditional buildings 
needs to be understood before repair and 
maintenance work takes place

 Water is the main agent of decay in most 
cases and the source of any problems should 
be rectified before other work is executed

 With sensitivity and care as well as the right 
skills and materials traditional buildings can be 
maintained, repaired and made more 
thermally efficient



More details of all research 

available at Historic Environment 

Scotland website:

http://conservation.historic-scotland.gov.uk/

Moses.jenkins@hes.scot

http://conservation.historic-scotland.gov.uk/

